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so i can play the game. but i cant run the game because this file is not found and I have downloaded the folder from cod my
preffered and second best folder which is cod zone english.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an

apparatus and method for transmitting and receiving a broadcasting signal using a physical channel, and more particularly, to an
apparatus and method for transmitting and receiving a broadcasting signal using a physical channel for Digital Multimedia

Broadcasting (DMB). 2. Description of the Related Art The DMB transmits a broadcasting signal in a manner such that it is
transmitted using a frequency channel allocated to it by a broadcasting agency. A method for transmitting the broadcasting

signal by this method will now be described in detail. A DMB Broadcasting System (DMB system) supports a variety of data
service options and services. The DMB system supports a variety of services in addition to providing services such as a DMB

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DMB-DAB) service and a Digital Video Broadcasting-Handheld (DVB-H) service. A DMB-DAB
service is a service for digitizing a 82157476af
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